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Propuh Papu E I Punica
Vacationing in the West, Miranda Price, a young divorce+a7e, and her son are taken hostage by a Native American named
Hawk O'Toole as part of a desperate gamble to help his people, and is forced to face up to a shocking revelation. Reprint.
The Billionaire's Dance
This is the lighthearted story of American Cody McClain Brown's adjustments to life in Croatia. After falling in love with an enigmatic, beautiful Croatian
girl (whom he knows is from Croatia but assumes that means Russia), Cody eventually woos her and the two move to Split, Croatia. There, he encounters a
world of deadly drafts, endless coffees, and the forceful will of his matriarchal mother-in-law. Chasing a Croatian Girl moves past the beautiful pictures of
Croatia and humorously discovers the beauty of Croatia's people and culture.
A Survivor's Tale

Alex Anderson is a confirmed bachelor who loves to travel all around the globe and romance as many woman as
possible. That is until he meets Jessica Sanders.
Hawk O'Toole's Hostage
How do you know when you've met the one you're meant to be with? Neil and Nat are a match made in heaven. They hate marmite and the
opera. They love smelly cheese and the missionary position. And they both absolutely do not want children. At least that's what Nat thought.
But now Neil seems to have softened to the prospect of dirty nappies and sleepless nights, and he's practically begging her for a baby. Nat,
however, has no intention of swapping her high-flying career for a life of endless self-sacrifice. As the cracks start to show, Nat wonders if
Neil really is the man of her dreams. Or is it possible that someone from her past could actually be 'the one'?
Men I've Loved Before

‘‘Do you ever wonder if you’ve lived the life you were meant to?’ I ask her. She sighs, and dips
her head. ‘Even if I do, what difference will it make?’ In 1988, two eight-year-old girls with
almost identical names and the same love of ballet meet for the first time. They seem destined
to be best friends forever and to become professional dancers. Years later, however, they have
both been dealt so many cruel blows that they walk away from each other into very different
futures – one enters a convent, the other becomes a minor celebrity. Will these new, ‘invisible’
lives be the ones they were meant to live, or will they only find that kind of salvation when they
are reunited twenty years later?
When I Was Invisible
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